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Introduction

Often thought of as “just” the local restaurant on the corner or the auto mechanic down the 

street, it’s easy to understand why small businesses get overlooked by the financial services 

industry. The reality is that small business can be a BIG OPPORTUNITY — you only need to 

understand what they require to take advantage.

According to the Small Business Administration, there are 31.7 million small businesses in the 

U.S., of which 25.7 million are sole proprietorships and 6 million have up to 500 employees. 

Since 2000, small businesses have been responsible for more than 65% of net new jobs created 

and employ almost half of all U.S. employees.1  

Prior to COVID, on average about one million new small businesses were launched annually, with 

a survival rate of about 50% after five years. Today, in large part due to the Great Resignation, 

technology services provider Intuit QuickBooks is predicting that 17 million new small 

businesses will be created in 2022, of which 5.6 million will be employer firms hiring staff.2

Based on our research, small businesses are optimistic about the future, profitable and      

investing in technology. They’re highly focused on growing their customer bases while reducing 

costs and fighting inflation. What do they want from financial institutions (FIs)? While products 

adopted do vary based on size, small businesses want their primary banking provider to deliver 

on five key areas in order to earn their business. Small businesses are loyal to their FIs with long 

relationship tenures and provide clear paths to grow relationships.

So how are FIs delivering satisfaction on those key factors? They’re currently running at a level 

of roughly 50-60% of small businesses being “very satisfied,” opening the door to competitive 

FIs, and startups, interested in building a small business banking portfolio.

1    https://cdn.advocacy.sba.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/05122043/Small-Business-FAQ-2020.pdf  

2  https://www.intuit.com/company/press-room/press-releases/2021/intuit-quickbooks-projects-17-million-new-entrepreneurs-to-join-rapidly-growing-   
   small-business-economy-in-2022/

Why read this report? 

This report covers 

what’s important to small 

businesses in choosing 

a primary banking 

provider and how their 

current providers are 

performing. It provides 

insights into the small 

business banking 

opportunity for financial 

institutions.
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Key Findings

• Small businesses are optimistic about their future, with most expecting increases in both 

revenues and profits over the next 12 months. The overall top priority for them in the next 

year is to acquire new customers. However, inflation fears are making them take actions to 

reduce costs and boost efficiencies by investing in technology. 

• Almost 80% of small business stakeholders report that their businesses use more than 

one FI for banking services and 41% use three or more. When it comes to choosing a 

primary provider, the larger small businesses (100 employees or more) prefer to go with 

global/national banks while the smallest of small businesses (less than 20 employees) 

have a wider variety of primary providers that includes credit unions and online banks.

• There are four primary banking products that small businesses buy when they start out, 

but as they grow they often transition to related products or add new ones. Therefore, each 

individual product, such as business checking, should be considered a cornerstone to a 

family of products that would include money markets and cash management. As small 

businesses grow in size, they may either replace the cornerstone product, moving from 

checking to cash management, or include other products in the family, such as retirement 

and earned wage access (EWA) being added to a payroll account.

• Small businesses are heavy users of the digital channel to manage their accounts and 

transact businesses (paying bills, filing taxes, setting up payroll, etc.), spanning both 

mobile apps and online. A sizable proportion do visit branches and ATMs at least monthly 

for situations they feel are better suited to in-person meetings, such as applying for a 

business loan, getting financial advice and even depositing money.

• About two-thirds (66%) of small business stakeholders report being very satisfied with 

their primary banking relationship and almost one-third (30%) somewhat satisfied —  

good results, but not great, leaving the door open to competitors.

• The top five things small businesses want from their primary banking provider are: 

digital tools to manage their accounts; access to resources to help them defend against 

cyberattacks/fraud; competitive fees; easy access to banking personnel; and a wide 

breadth of products and services.

• Stakeholders report being underwhelmed by the performance of their primary banking 

providers on the aforementioned five factors. Only six-in-ten report being very satisfied 

with the digital tools, access to bank personnel and product breadth, while only half report 

being very satisfied with competitive fees and access to cyberattack prevention tools. 

These indicate key areas of focus for investment for FI and tech startups that want to grow 

their small business banking portfolios.
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About this report

Arizent, publisher of leading brands in financial and professional services, including American 

Banker, The Bond Buyer, Financial Planning, National Mortgage News, Accounting Today, 

Employee Benefit News and Digital Insurance, conducted this survey to understand what the 

current state of small businesses is, how they use banking services, what matters most to them 

in a banking relationship and how they will drive their businesses over the next 12 months.

For the purposes of this research, small businesses are defined as business entities with less 

than $50 million in annual revenue and fewer than 500 employees.

This survey was conducted online during July 18 — August 5, 2022 with 358 small business 

stakeholders across a broad section of industries, including retail, construction, technology, 

manufacturing, financial services, professional services and more. For respondents to qualify 

for the survey, they had to own or directly participate in their company’s business banking 

relationship. For a company to qualify for the survey, it had to have a business checking, savings 

or cash management account.

Stats on 
respondents 
overall
Average number 
of employees 
of respondents’ 
businesses is  

129
Average annual 
revenue of respondents’ 
businesses is  

$8 million

31% 
had less than  
$1 million in annual 
revenue

42% 
had revenues between 
$1 million and less than  
$10 million 

27% 
had revenues of  
$10 million or more
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SMALL BUSINESS OUTLOOK
 
Most small businesses are profitable and see a bright future ahead 

Overall, most small business stakeholders are optimistic about their future, with 86% 

expressing a somewhat optimistic or very optimistic sentiment about how they feel about 

the future of their businesses. The optimistic sentiment is higher among the largest of small 

businesses with 100 employees or more, at a 93% combined score, than those with fewer than 

20 employees, which report a combined 77% level. This is likely due to the fact that smaller 

organizations still have startup growing pains and are more vulnerable to minor losses in clients, 

whereas larger organizations are more able to focus on driving business growth.

This shared optimism about the future is reflected in the fact that most small businesses report 

being profitable or at least breaking even. About 90% of respondents at businesses with 20 or 

more employees say they are profitable, with 9% at breakeven (see Figure 1). This compares to 

71% of respondents at smaller firms with fewer than 20 employees being profitable, 19% being 

at breakeven and 10% losing money or currently in startup investment mode.

More than three-quarters (77%) of small business stakeholders expect their companies’ 

revenues to increase in the next 12 months and 73% expect their profits to rise. However, due to 

the rising costs of doing business, only 54% expect their profit margins to expand.

Building the customer base and fighting higher costs are top business priorities 

The top five priorities stakeholders are pursuing over the next year are all about customers and 

money, with staff recruitment/retention coming in at number six. Overall, two-thirds (68%) 

report that acquiring new customers is their top priority for the next 12 months, while retaining 

existing customers is their third priority, both of which fit in with their expectations to grow 

revenues and their optimism about the future of their businesses (see Figure 2). 

Figure 1: Most small businesses are profitable or running at breakeven

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: Which of the following best describes the financial position of your company today?

Profitable Breakeven Losing $/still in investment mode

71%

90% 90%

19%
9% 9% 10% 1% 1%

Less than 20 employees       20-99 employees         100 employees or more

“We are through 
the worst of the 
pandemic, our 
business is back 
to normal and 
the outlook is 
very promising,” 
states a retail 
business owner 
with sales of  
more than  
$1 million and  
less than 
$5 million in 
response to  
the survey’s 
question about 
the future of their 
business.
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Rounding out the top five priorities are objectives centered on effectively reducing costs in 

response to inflation (#2), improving operational efficiencies (#4) and improving cash flow 

(#5)—all areas that could benefit from advisory services provided by business bankers, 

accountants and other consultants to retain more profits from their existing and newly acquired 

customers.

Businesses are investing in technology to tackle their #1 challenge—inflation 

The top challenge facing small businesses today by an almost two-to-one margin is inflation, 

with 73% of stakeholders mentioning it in their choice of top three challenges, along with supply 

chain disruption at 44% and recruiting/retention at 37% (see Figure 3). On the surface, it 

appears that small business stakeholders are rating challenges such as inflation and recruiting 

higher than, say, access to capital or payroll processing, even though those elements are critical 

to running and growing an enterprise. This is likely influenced by the fact that acquiring new 

capital and hiring a payroll processor have established achievement pathways. On the other 

hand, inflation, supply chain issues and hiring are largely factors beyond the control of small 

business owners and executives. 

Figure 2: Acquiring new customers is the top small business priority

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: What are your company’s most important business priorities for the next 12 months? 

Acquiring new customers

Reducing costs/fighting inflation

Retaining existing customers

Improving operational e�ciencies

Improving cash flow

Talent recruitment/retention

Increasing online sales

Increasing brand awareness

Accelerating cross-sell & upsell

Attracting investors

Facilitating real-time payments

68%

53%

44%

40%

36%

35%

32%

32%

15%

14%

11%
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Many small business stakeholders believe that technology is the answer to solving their 

issues, as almost two-thirds (63%) plan to invest in tech over the next 12 months to mitigate 

key challenges and advance their goals (see Figure 4). About half expect to increase their 

investment in customer experience (47%) to bring in new and retain existing customers as well 

as focusing on their talent challenges by investing in employee benefits (46%) and employee 

compensation (45%).

Figure 3: Inflation is the biggest challenge facing small businesses

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: Please rank in order of importance, the degree to which each of the following is a challenge for your business today?

                                                        73%

                     44%

           37%

 29%

                              28%

                         23%

                   20%

                  18%

                17%

13%

Rank (sorted by top 3; with 1 being most important and 10 being least important)             1            2            3       

Inflation

Supply chain disruption

Recruiting/retaining talent

Changing technology needs

Time management

Establishing/maintaining online presence

Providing employee benefits

Marketing/advertising

Lack of capital

Administration/payroll

Figure 4: Tech is the top investment choice for small businesses in the 
next 12 months

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: In which of the following areas is your company planning to invest more over the next 12 months?

Technology

Customer experience

Employee benefits

Employee compensation

Innovation

Professional development

Data and analytics

Customer loyalty programs

Diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives

47%

63%

46%

45%

36%

34%

33%

22%

17%

“Inflation adds 
to the higher 
costs of doing 
business as well 
as the trouble in 
finding qualified 
employees,”   
states a director 
at a professional 
services firm with 
sales of more 
than $10 million 
and less than 
$20 million in 
response to the 
survey’s question 
about the future 
of their business.
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STATE OF SMALL BUSINESS BANKING TODAY

Small businesses tend to use multiple relationships to advance their goals 

Most small businesses report that they use multiple providers for their banking services, 

reflecting their willingness to pursue the services which best fit their needs across a pool of 

providers that can help them advance their goals. About one-fifth (22%) of small business 

stakeholders report that their organizations rely on a single banking provider in contrast to 

about four-in-ten (37%) that use two providers and 41% who use three or more providers (see 

Figure 5). In fact, 15% of small businesses use four or more banking providers, representing a 

potential consolidation opportunity for banks that offer multiple services, such as checking, 

payroll, payment card processing and more.

Size does matter in primary banking relationships

When it comes to the choice of the primary banking relationship, the largest of the small 

businesses surveyed, with 100 employees or more, prefer to utilize global or national banks 

at a rate of six-in-ten (62%). This is in contrast to the smallest of small businesses (less than 

20 employees) which are at a rate of about four-in-ten (42%), with mid-sized firms (20-99 

employees) falling almost in the middle at a rate of 48% (see Figure 6).

Notably, the smaller small businesses tend to have a more diverse array of primary banking 

providers, with a quarter (27%) choosing a regional bank, one-fifth (22%) choosing a 

community bank or credit union and one-tenth (9%) choosing an online bank such as Discover 

or a challenger bank such as Chime. The smaller, simpler set of needs of sole proprietors and 

companies with fewer than 20 employees is more likely to be a better match for the products 

and services offered by credit unions, online-only and challenger banks, coupled with limited to 

no branch networks.

Figure 5: Most small businesses use multiple banking providers

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: How many di�erent financial institutions, including banks, credit unions, industrial loan corporations, card processing banks, etc., 
does your organization use to support its business needs? 

One Two Three Four or more

22% 37% 26% 15%

“We are starting 
to recover from 
the pandemic. 
Business is 
starting to 
return. We now 
have hired new 
employees 
on a steady 
basis,” states a 
manufacturing 
department 
head with sales 
of more than $10 
million and less 
than $20 million 
in response to the 
survey’s question 
about the future 
of their business.
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Small businesses are loyal to their financial institutions 

Despite the traditional life-and-death struggle many small businesses experience during their 

lifetime, one thing they are to a fault is loyal to their primary banking provider. Only 7% of those 

surveyed report having a relationship with their primary banking provider for less than two years 

and just 12% report a relationship of two to three years (see Figure 7). In contrast, fully one-third 

(33%) report having a primary relationship lasting more than 10 years and another 29% report 

a relationship length of five to ten years.Figure 7
Figure 7: Small businesses are in it for the long haul with their 
primary banking provider 

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Thinking about the primary banking provider for your business, where you have the most important relationship and accounts, 
how long has your company had this relationship?

Less than 2 years

7%

2 years to less than 3 years

12%

3 years to less than 5 years

19%

5 years to less than 10 years

29%

10 years or more

33%

Figure 6: Size matters most for larger small businesses in choosing
a primary provider

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: What type of financial institution is your company’s primary banking provider? 

Global/National bank

Regional bank

Community bank

Credit union

Online only bank (Ally Bank,Discover Bank)

Challenger bank/neobank (Chime, Current)
0% 40% 60% 80%20% 100%

Less than 20 employees         20-99 employees          100 employees or more

Length of 
relationship  
with primary 
banking provider 
(three years  
or more):
Global/national bank 

89%
Regional bank  

80%
Community bank  

64%
Credit Union 

69%
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Credit unions and online/challenger banks are most at relationship risk

In identifying the FIs at the greatest risk of losing their primary banking relationship with their 

small business customers over the next two years, online/neobanks/challenger banks are most 

vulnerable at 37%, closely followed by credit unions at 31% (see Figure 8). In comparison, small 

business stakeholders whose firms use global/national banks as their primary banking provider 

report the lowest level of interest in switching in the next two years at 15%, with those who use 

community banks at 16%.

SMALL BUSINESS BANKING PRODUCT USAGE

Business banking product consumption can best be understood in groups

On the surface, when looking at business banking product consumption by small businesses, 

it can be very easily misunderstood that a primary banking provider needs only to consider 

offering four different small business banking products for adequate coverage, leaving other 

products to specialists. From a 30,000-foot view, it appears that business checking at 89% 

adoption is the leading product consumed by small businesses (see Figure 9). This is followed 

by small business credit and debit cards at 85%, payroll processing at 65% and payment 

card processing at 63%. For many banks and credit unions, being able to offer simply these 

four products, either directly or in partnership with a third party, may appear to be adequate 

in allowing them to “check yes” for small business banking coverage—but they would put 

themselves at a disadvantage in trying to grow their small business relationships, as these 

products may be purchased as a product family where customers start off with one and then 

add or change related services to accommodate their growing needs.

Figure 8
Figure 8: Businesses using credit unions and online banks have 
the highest interest in switching

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: How likely are you to switch your primary banking relationship to another institution in the next two years?

15%
24%

16%

31%
37%

80%
71%

77%
69%

63%

Very likely/Somewhat likely Very unlikely/Somewhat unlikely

Global/National bank          Regional bank          Community bank          Credit union           Online/Neobank

Figure 8: Businesses using credit unions and online banks 
have the highest interest in switching

Very likely/Somewhat likely
Very unlikely/Somewhat unlikely

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: How likely are you to switch your primary banking relationship to another institution in the next two years?

Likelihood  
to switch 
primary banking 
provider  
(very likely and 
somewhat likely 
combined):
Businesses with less 
than 20 employees  

26%
Businesses with  
20-99 employees   

16%
Businesses with  
100 employees or more   

18%
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Since having a business transactional account, such as business checking, is often the first 

step in a company’s financial product portfolio, it should be no surprise that it’s one of the most 

highly adopted. However, while it may be where a small business’ product journey may begin, 

it may not be enough to take the banking relationship to the next level. In the penetration rates, 

94% of the smallest of businesses (less than 20 employees) have business checking,  

but adoption falls as the company grows, ultimately reaching only 84% for businesses with 

100 employees or more (see Figure 10). In contrast, the usage of money market accounts as 

well as treasury/cash management accounts almost doubles as businesses grow from being 

sole proprietorships and micro businesses to those having 100 employees or more.Figure 10
Figure 10: Checking may start the relationship, but other 
transactional products are needed

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: Which of the following business banking products/services does your company currently use?

Checking Money market Treasury/cash management

Less than 20 employees         20-99 employees          100 employees or more
94% 92%

18%
27% 30%

15%

35%
27%

84%

Figure 9

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: Which of the following business banking products/services does your company currently use?

Figure 9: Small business banking product adoption is clustered 
into four specific products

Business checking

Credit and debit cards

Payroll

Payment card processing

Retirement accounts

ACH/wire transfer

Treasury/cash management

Investment banking

Money market accounts

Working capital loans

Fraud insurance

Equipment/auto/fleet leases

Wealth management

Commercial mortgage

Earned wage access services

Foreign exchange

Lockbox/e-Lockbox

89%
85%

65%
63%

35%
33%

25%
25%

18%
18%

16%
13%

12%
10%

6%
5%

25%
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Tailored small business credit cards and debit cards with unique card control levels and other 

features are generally the first products small businesses use to begin to pay for goods and 

services, but financial institutions shouldn’t stop there in their product offerings, as they 

may be missing out on other, more lucrative lending products as the business grows and the 

relationship deepens. Credit cards have strong adoption across the board, with more than 

80% of small businesses holding them. However, due to their limited credit lines and increasing 

complexity to manage, adoption does not grow as the small business adds employees (see 

Figure 11). Instead, other products gain adoption as the company grows that are larger in size, 

such as working capital loans which can be used for anything and do not depend on merchant 

card acceptance, or are purpose-built, such as commercial mortgages or auto fleet leases. 

One area not always associated with small business, but that is apparently a strong opportunity 

even with the smallest of businesses, is investment banking, which generally involves the 

acquisition of competitors, vendors, infrastructure, the realm of partnerships, joint ventures 

and more. About one-in-ten (9%) of the smaller businesses with fewer than 20 employees 

already engage in investment banking activities with its banking providers, rising to a quarter 

(24%) of mid-sized companies and four-in-ten (43%) of larger small businesses (100 employees 

and more).

Payroll processing, either directly or through partnership, can be a lucrative banking product for 

the sizable deposits it generates, the banking relationships it strengthens and the fees it often 

involves. It’s a great stepping stone for the small business market, as almost half (45%) of the 

smallest firms use it, rising to three-quarters of mid-sized (75%) and larger small businesses 

(76%) (see Figure 12). However, there are two additional products that appear to be added 

as the size of the organization grows: the first is a well-established product in the market—

retirement accounts—and the second is new on the market in the last decade or so—earned 

wage access (EWA), also known as early wage access. 

Figure 11
Figure 11: Small business lending goes beyond credit cards 

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: Which of the following business banking products/services does your company currently use?

Credit cards/debit cards Investment banking Working capital loan Equipment/fleet leases

Less than 20 employees         20-99 employees          100 employees or more
87% 85% 84%

9%

24%

43%

4%

21%
29%

9%
15%

25%
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EWA has exploded onto the financial services marketplace due to strong consumer demand. 

As it sounds, EWA allows a company to pay an employee a portion of their wages that they 

have worked for (already earned) during the current pay cycle. This can help an employee pay 

for unexpected bills, emergencies, etc., that crop up before payday and aids them in avoiding 

high-cost payday loans. The advanced EWA pay is netted out at the end of the pay period and is 

typically offered at a minimal or no cost to the employee. Since it’s an advance on what’s earned 

and is netted, it’s technically not a loan. EWA can be a great add-on service to either an existing 

payroll program as the business grows or as a way to attract new small business employees.

The fourth major product consumed by small businesses centers around the movement of 

money, from customers to the business, from the business to vendors or the government, 

mostly domestically, but also increasingly on an international level. In considering offering a 

suite of payment services to the small business market, the initial product should be payment 

card processing, as it’s being used by half to almost three-quarters of businesses, depending 

on size (see Figure 13). Retail, hospitality (including restaurants), services and healthcare are 

traditionally big acceptors of payment cards.

When it comes to paying vendors and suppliers, small businesses generally turn to their bank or 

credit union to leverage ACH and wire transfer services for many reasons: transaction sizes tend 

to be larger; vendors don’t want to pay card acceptance fees or interchange; speed of payment 

is relatively fast; messages can often be included in them such as invoice and account numbers 

for more accurate routing; there is greater surety of arrival (relative to a mailed paper check); 

and they can, depending on bank and service used, be relatively inexpensive. 

Figure 12
Figure 12: Payroll is the beginning, but demands for retirement 
and EWA are growing 

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: Which of the following business banking products/services does your company currently use?

Less than 20 employees         20-99 employees          100 employees or more

Payroll Retirement accounts Earned (early)wage access

45%

75% 76%

17%

42%
48%

1%
11%

17%
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Consideration should be given to offering this service in tandem with payment card processing, 

as about one-quarter (27%) of the smallest of businesses (less than 20 employees) use the 

service, rising to 40% of the largest of small businesses (100 employees or more).

The remaining two services, foreign exchange (FX) and lockboxes, tend to be more niche 

services that will most likely cater to a minority of businesses. FX is more predominant 

among the larger small businesses which may use foreign suppliers or accept foreign orders. 

Meanwhile, lockboxes and e-lockboxes are again used by larger firms that accept mail-in paper 

checks that are processed or converted to ACH transactions. 

SMALL BUSINESS BANKING USAGE BEHAVIORS

Digital banking is what small businesses predominantly use

FIs currently serving small businesses and wanting to expand, or those interested in entering 

the market, need to understand that small firms are avid users of digital channels. Almost half 

(46%) of small business stakeholders use their mobile banking app daily and another quarter 

(28%) use it weekly (see Figure 14). Roughly four-in-ten use online banking with their PC/laptop 

(41%) or mobile phone (39%) daily.

While there are few daily visitors to bank branches or ATMs, a full one-third (33%) visit branches 

and ATMs on a weekly basis. There’s also a sizable proportion of stakeholders that makes 

monthly visits to branches (42%) and ATMs (35%). The two channels that really fail to capture 

small business usage are third-party aggregators, with 59% of stakeholders reporting they 

never use the channel, and telephone banking, which has a 34% “Never” use rating and a 17% 

“Annual” use rating.

Figure 13
Figure 13: Payment processing and ACH/wires are a perfect pair
for moving money

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: Which of the following business banking products/services does your company currently use?

Less than 20 employees         20-99 employees          100 employees or more

Payment card processing ACH/wire transfers Foreign exchange services Lockbox and e-Lockbox

54%

73%
65%

27%
33%

40%

2% 6%
10%

2% 4%
9%

Lorem ipsum
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Small businesses want digital tools for self-service, but still value in-person 
transactions

For many banking activities, small business stakeholders have a strong preference for 

leveraging digital tools to self-service their needs due to the convenience, ease and ability to 

be used almost anytime/anywhere. The top activities small business stakeholders expressed 

performing online vs. in person were paying vendors (72%), managing a business account 

(70%), filing taxes (67%) and investing (67%), although a sizable minority of 20% do prefer 

to file taxes in person (see Figure 15). Generally, size of organization had little impact on the 

preference for online over in-person activities. 

The areas where there is a stronger preference or a more sizable group wanting in-person 

activities are reflective of where advice is needed, questions are answered, tailoring of products 

can occur or issues around safety and security are prevalent. These include obtaining financial 

advice (48%), applying for a business loan (36%), depositing money (33%), exchanging money 

(33%) and learning about new financial products (24%).

Figure 14
Figure 14: Small business stakeholders have a strong preference for daily
digital banking

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: How frequently do you use the following channels to conduct business with your primary banking provider, including 
transactions such as deposits and withdrawals, learn about and acquire new products, manage your account, etc.?

Third party
aggregator
website/app

Daily or almost daily             Weekly              Monthly             Annually            Never

Telephone
banking

Mobile
banking app

Online
banking 
with 
PC/Laptop

Online
banking with
mobile phone

Bank branch ATM

46%

28%

10%

15%
9%

2%

1%

1%

2%
46%

41% 39%

29%

33%

42%

13%
21% 59%

17%

28%

16%13%

16%
33%

8%

34%

35%

7%

5%

6% 4% 4% 4%

13%

16%

 
 46% 
of small  
business 
stakeholders  
use their  
mobile banking  
app daily  
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BUSINESS BANKING SATISFACTION AND PERFORMANCE GAPS

Overall satisfaction is moderate to high, but there’s room for improvement

About two-thirds (66%) of small business stakeholders report being very satisfied with their 

primary banking relationship and almost one-third (30%) somewhat satisfied—good results, 

but not great. At least not “shout from the mountain” great that would appear in advertisements 

or marketing copy to attract or retain customers. There is only slight variation by primary 

bank type (see sidebar) and very low levels of somewhat or very dissatisfied levels. Essentially, 

stakeholders are satisfied, but not overwhelmingly satisfied. 

To best understand the drivers of satisfaction and where a financial institution needs to invest in 

order to grow its presence in the small business banking market, it’s important to first recognize 

what small businesses want from a banking provider to make them switch and how their existing 

providers are performing. The gaps indicate the best areas in which to invest.

Small businesses want digital tools, competitive fees and bank personnel to 
advise them

It should come as no surprise that the top two factors on the list of what small business 

stakeholders want from a prospective financial institution are in the digital channel—digital tools 

and the resources to protect them against cyberattacks—because most stakeholders access 

their bank through the digital channel either daily or weekly. Almost half (46%) of stakeholders 

state that digital tools are critical and one-third (35%) state that they are very important when 

choosing a primary banking provider (see Figure 16). Next on the list is the digital resources to 

protect them against cyberattack/fraud, with 42% reporting this as critical and 40% as very 

important.

Satisfaction by 
type of primary 
banking provider  
(% very satisfied): 
 
Global/national bank 

66%
Regional bank 

66%
Community bank 

68%
Credit union 

65%
Online/neobank/
challenger 

68%

Figure 15
Figure 15: Businesses want digital tools for self-service, but still value 
in-person experiences 

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: Thinking about your company’s banking needs, please indicate whether you prefer to complete each task online 
(e.g., mobile, web, atm with live teller, zoom, etc.) or in-person?

                   Paying vendors/suppliers

  Managing a business bank account

                                                      Filing taxes

                                                           Investing

                                            Setting up payroll

                    Facilitating real-time payments

     Managing payment acceptance programs

                    Learning about new financial products

                                                            Depositing checks

                                 Soliciting donations/crowfunding

                                                   Applying for a business loan

                                                                       Exchanging money

                                                                                      Getting financial advice

Online experience In-person experience

72% 9%

13%

20%

12%

19%

18%

18%

24%

33%

15%

36%

33%

48%

70%

67%
67%

65%

63%

58%

52%

51%

49%

44%

42%

24%
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Rounding out the top factors are competitive fees (36% critical and 44% very important), 

easy access to bank personnel (33% critical and 45% very important) and finally a wide range 

of banking products and services (32% critical and 47% very important). The focus on fees 

reflects the fact that much of the banking industry has been commoditized in the eyes of small 

businesses. The easy access to banking personnel should not be interpreted as a need to build 

more branches, since the branch network was the lowest factor in choosing a provider. Rather 

it’s making bank personnel available across a variety of channels, including phone, chat, video 

and more. Finally, the need for a wide breadth of products is expressed by the product journey 

discussed earlier. A small business may start with basic business checking, but as it grows it 

needs access to business money market accounts and cash management accounts.

Stakeholders are underwhelmed by the performance of their providers on 
key factors

In examining how primary banking providers are delivering “very satisfied” performance  

on the factors that matter most to small business stakeholders one word can sum it all  

up—underwhelming. Only digital banking tools broke above the six-in-ten (62%) rating of  

very satisfied performance, while access to tools to prevent cyberattacks (51%) and 

competitive fees (49%) only reached the halfway point (see Figure 17).

Figure 16
Figure 16: Businesses want digital tools, cyber resources 
and competitive fees from their provider 

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: How important were the following factors to your company when choosing a primary banking provider for your business?

Critical               Very important             Somewhat important

Figure 16: Businesses want digital tools, cyber resources, 
competitive fees from their provider 

Digital business banking tools
Access to resources to fight cyberattacks
Competitive fees
Easy access to bank personnel
Wide range of business banking products
Integration with accounting software
Experience in your industry
Access to assigned business banker
Proximity to o�ces
Access to investment banking services
Number of physical branches

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

How important were the following factors to your company when choosing a primary banking provider for your business?

Digital business banking tools

Access to resources to fight cyberattacks

Competitive fees

Easy access to bank personnel

Wide range of business banking products

Integration with accounting software

Experience in your industry

Access to assigned business banker

Proximity to o�ces

Access to investment banking services

Number of physical branches

16%

13%

18%

18%

17%

20%

23%

28%

28%

16%

35%

35%

40%

44%

45%

47%

40%

37%

38%

39%

28%

28%

46%

42%

36%

33%

32%

27%

24%

20%

19%

35%
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Easy access to bank personnel rated higher at 58%, but when examining other personnel 

access that is critical to the growth of the small business, such as investment banking services 

and personnel and having an assigned small business banker, the ratings were much lower. A 

wide range of products and services scored near the six-in-ten rating (59%) for very satisfied 

customers, but it’s still an underwhelming statistic.

The factors that matter most and where banks are failing, are the investment 
priorities

When overlaying the factors that matter most to small business stakeholders in choosing a 

primary banking provider and how the existing providers are performing, it is clear that the 

top five factors are the areas in which FIs need to invest– digital tools, cyberattack resources, 

competitive fees, access to bank personnel and breadth of products (see Figure 18).

Figure 17
Figure 17: Financial institutions are underperforming on many important metrics 

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Question: How satisfied are you with your primary banking provider on each factor?

Very satisfied

Digital
business
banking tools

Access to 
resources
to fight 
cyberattacks

Competitive
fees

Easy access
to bank
personnel

Wide range
of business 
banking
products

Access to
assigned 
business
banker

Access to
investment 
banking
services

62% 51% 49% 58% 59% 48% 44%

Figure 18
Figure 18: The investment priorities for financial institutions are clear 

Source: Arizent, Future of Small Business Banking 2022
Base: Total respondents n=358

Questions:
How important were the following factors to your company when choosing a primary banking provider for your business?
How satisfied are you with your primary banking provider on each factor?
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Conclusions

• While small businesses are loyal to their primary banking providers and show relatively low 

levels of switching, most still use more than one organization to access banking services, 

which provides a welcoming competitive access point for new entrants (FIs and startups) 

into an account. Primary banking providers should consider shoring up their existing 

portfolios by cross-selling banking services to customers who are already known to be 

buying banking services from other providers.

• Product development, as well as marketing and sales, needs to think of the four main 

products businesses buy as holistic groups and demonstrate that as businesses grow, 

these are the products and services that are typically added to or are a replacement 

for the original product purchased. For example, business checking is replaced by cash 

management accounts as businesses expand to 100 employees. The pathway needs to 

be explained upfront to the small business in detail, as well as when and why it makes 

sense to upgrade or add services. If an FI can’t complete a product suite on its own, then 

investments or partnerships need to be made in order to be able to offer the full package. 

In demonstrating a full product suite, it readily addresses one of the top five factors 

businesses use to choose a new primary banking provider. Furthermore, FIs need to have 

an active upgrade plan, such as selling cash management to existing checking accounts as 

well as trolling for non-bank customers who may want to upgrade their accounts held by a 

competitor.

• FIs need to invest in digital tools, as this is the primary means for small business 

stakeholders to manage their accounts and perform routine transactions. Since the 

current levels of being very satisfied with digital tools offered by primary banking providers 

is only moderate, this leaves many FIs vulnerable to other FIs, especially online-only and 

challenger banks that have better digital tools. Traditional FIs need to distinguish their 

mobile apps and online banking tools by tailoring them more for the business customer 

and being less consumer focused (unless there are certain elements that resonate with 

both customer sets).

• As cyberattacks and online fraud grows, small businesses will demand access to more 

resources to combat them from their primary banking provider. Currently the number two 

factor in choosing a primary bank and with only half of stakeholders being very satisfied, 

this area of investment could be a strong marketing tool in bringing in new and retaining 

existing small business customers.

• FIs need to rethink their strategies for business bankers and staffing at branches since 

business people want to have easy access to bankers, but it shouldn’t be tied to when the 

small business person visits the branch. Active outreach programs focused on investment 

banking, lending and other next-step type upgrade products could potentially be the 

answer, as well as assigning larger accounts to an individual banker.
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